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Recently the following theorem in combinatorial group theory has been proved:
Let G be a finite abelian group and let A be a sequence of members of G such that
|A||G|+D(G)&1, where D(G) is the Davenport constant of G. Then A contains
a subsequence B such that |B|=|G| and b # B b=0. We shall present a generaliza-
tion of this theorem which contains information on the extremal cases and in
particular allows us to deduce a short proof of the extremal cases in the
Erdo sGinzburgZiv theorem. We also present, using the above-mentioned
theorem, a proof that if G has rank k then |A||G|(1+(k+1)2k)&1 suffices to
ensure a zero-sum subsequence on |G| terms.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The Davenport constant D(G) of a finite abelian group G is the least
integer t such that every sequence of t members of G contains a sub-
sequence whose members sum to 0 (in G). The zero-sum constant ZS(G)
is the least integer t such that every sequence of t members of G contains
a subsequence of cardinality |G| whose members sum to 0.
Information about these two constants can be traced through the
references (see e.g., [1, 6, 8, 12, 14, 15]). It was conjectured in [6] (and
proved there for p-groups) that ZS(G)=|G|+D(G)&1. Weidong [15]
announced a proof of this basic relation, and shortly afterward Hamidoune
[11] gave a short and transparent proof of a much more general barycen-
tric theorem. Our goal is to extend this basic relation, using the method
devised by Hamidoune, and to illustrate its strength by proving two
extremal results.
Let G be a finite abelian group and A=[a1 , ..., am] be a sequence of
members of G. The mode of A, denoted M(A), is the set of all members
of A having the largest number of occurrences amongst the elements of A.
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For a given element g # G the sequence A& g is the sequence given by
[a1& g, a2& g, ..., am& g]. For a given sequence A denote by d(A) the
least positive integer t (if it exists, and otherwise set d(A)=) such that
every sequence B/A of t elements contains a subsequence QB such that
ai # Q ai=0.
The zero-sum characteristic /(A) of A is defined by the relation /(A)=
min[d(A&a): a # M(A)]. Observe that if |A|D(G) then 1/(A)D(G).
Denote by ZS(G, d ), 1dD(G), the least positive integer t such that
every sequence A of members of G which satisfies /(A)d and |A|t,
contains a subsequence BA, |B|=|G|, such that b # B b=0. We will
prove that ZS(G, d )=|G|+d&1.
The main advantage of this relation is that it carries information on the
extremal sequences, which is of great importance in both zero-sum Ramsey
theory and the exact computation of ZS(G) where G is abelian of small
rank [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 14]. Also, the importance of the Davenport constant
D(G) to extremal results and to the structure of sequences realizing ZS(G)
becomes evident.
The inspiration for this direction of research is the celebrated theorem of
Erdo sGinzburgZiv (EGZ):
Theorem A [7]. Let mk2 be integers such that k | m, and let A
[a1 , ..., am+k&1] be a sequence of integers. then there exists I[1, ...,
m+k&1], |I |=m such that i # I ai=0 (mod k).
Recently the extremal sequences of the EGZ-theorem, which were crucial
in many instances in the evolving area of ‘‘zero-sum combinatorics,’’ were
characterized.
Theorem B [2, 4, 8]. Let mk2 be integers such that k | m, and
let A=[a1 , ..., am+k&2] be a sequence that violates the conclusion of
Theorem A. Then there exist a, b # Zk such that:
(1) gcd (a&b, k)=1 (namely, a&b is a generator of Zk).
(2) A=A1 _ A2 , |A1 |# |A2 |#&1 (mod k) and ai # A1 implies ai #a
(mod k) while ai # A2 implies ai #b (mod k).
All the existing proofs of Theorem B are rather long and involve tedious
and messy details. We shall present a page proof of Theorem B.
Recently it was proved [6] that for an abelian group
G  [Zn , Z2 Z2n , Z3 Z3n] it holds that ZS(G)4 |G|3. Using the
notion of a rank of an abelian group we show that if G is an abelian group
of rank k, then ZS(G)(1+(k+1)2k) |G|&1. This result is also
motivated in part by the recent paper of Geroldinger and Schneider [14]
on groups of small rank.
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2. PROOF OF ZS(G, D)=|G|+D&1
We need the following propositions:
Proposition 1 [10]. Let G be a finite abelian group and let A be a set and
f : A  G. Suppose A=ti=1 Ai is a partition of A such that 
t
i=1 | f (Ai)||G|.
Then there exists 1jt and distinct members a1 , a2 , ..., aj # A such that
 ji=1 f (ai)=0.
Proposition 2 [10]. Suppose f : A  B is a mapping such that for every
b # B, | f &1(b)|t. Then there exists a partition A= ji=1 Ai , jt, such that
| f (Ai)|=|Ai | for i=1, ..., j.
Proposition 3. Let A be a sequence of members of an abelian group G
such that /(A)=d(A&a) for some mode a # M(A). Then every subsequence B
of /(A) members of A contains a subsequence TB such that ai # T ai=|T | a.
Proof. Suppose B=[a1 , ..., aX(A)] and consider B&a=[a1&a, ...,
aX(A)&a]. By the definition of /(A) and since a # M(A) realizes /(A) it
follows that there exists T&aB&a such that ai&a # T&a ai&a=0.
Hence ai # T ai=|T | a. K
Theorem 1. Let G be an abelian group of order n and let
A=[a1 , ..., ak+d&1] be a sequence of members of G such that:
(i) a1 # M(A) and /(A)=d(A&a1).
(ii) kn and d=/(A).
Then there exists I/[2, ..., k+d&1], |I |=k&1, and i # I ai=
(k&1) a1 .
Proof. We represent the sequence A by a mapping f : [1, k+d&1]  G
where f (i)=ai , 1ik+d&1.
Set M=[i : ai=a1] and s=|M|. The claim of Theorem 1 is clear if ks.
Hence assume that s<k.
Consider a subset S/[1, k+d&1] of maximal cardinality subject to:
(1) There is a partition S=mi=0 Si , S0=M, 0m, and for every
0im, 1|Si |s.
(2) x # Si f (x)=|Si | a1 .
Claim.
|S|k&n+d. (1)
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Assume the contrary and set B=[1, k+d&1]"S. Then clearly |B|k+
d&1&(k&n+d&1)=n. Moreover, since for every g # G, | f &1(g)|s,
then by Proposition 2 there is a partition B= ji=1 Bi , js, such that
| f (Bi)|=|Bi |. But then | f (B1)&a1 |+ } } } +| f (Bj)&a1 |=|B1 |+ } } } +
|Bj |n=|G| and by Proposition 1 there is D/B such that 1|D|s and
x # D ( f (x)&a1)=0, and hence x # D f (x)=|D| a1 , and clearly
S*=S _ D contradicts the maximality of S proving the claim.
We now consider two possible cases for the cardinality |S|.
Case 1. |S|k. We clearly have |S0"1|+mi=1 |Si |=|S|&1k&1
and also |Si |sk&1.
Also, |S0"1||Si |&1 for 1im since |S0 |=|M|=s.
Since |S0"1|=s&1k&2 there exists some 1 jm such that |S0"1|+
 j&1i=1 |Si |<k&1|S0"1|+
j
i=1 |Si |(k&2)+|Sj |. Hence for some
XS0"1, |X|+ ji=1 |Si |=k&1 (it is possible that X=, or X=S0"1).
Set Q=X _ ( ji=1 Si ) and observe that
:
x # Q
f (x)= :
x # X
f (x)+ :
j
i=1
|Si | a1=\ |X|+ :
j
i=1
|Si |+ a1=(k&1) a1
as needed.
Case 2.
|S|k&1. (2)
Choose a maximal family [Ti : 1iq] of subsets of [1, k+d&1]"S
such that X # Ti f (x)=|Ti | a1 and 1|Ti |d(=/(A)). The family is not
empty by Proposition 3.
By the definition of /(A) and Proposition 3, |S|+qi=1 |Ti |k.
Choose a minimal J[1, q] such that |S|+i # J |Ti |k, and set
T=i # J Ti . Choose any j # J and observe that by (2) J{,. By the mini-
mality of J, |S|+|T |&|Tj |k&1. Also, by the choice of Tj and the claim
proved above we infer that:
|T |k&1&|S|+|Tj |k&|s|+d&1k&(k&n+d )+d&1k&1.
Hence we conclude that |T |+|S0"1|+mi=1 |Si |k&1.
If |T |+|S0"1|k&1 then there exists XS0"1 such that |T |+|X|=k&1
and hence with Q=T _ X we have x # Q f (x)=x # T f (x)+x # X f (x)=
(|T |+|X| ) a1=(k&1) a1 as needed (observe a1  Q).
Otherwise there exists some 1 jm such that
|T |+|S0"1|+ :
j&1
i=1
|Si |<k&1|T |+|S0"1|+ :
j
i=1
|Si |(k&2)+|Sj |
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and hence there exists XS0"1 such that |T |+|X|+ ji=1 |Si |=k&1. Set
Q=T _ X _ ( ji=1 Si ) and observe that
:
X # Q
f (x)= :
x # T
f (x)+ :
x # X
f (x)+ :
j
i=1
|Si | a1
=\ |T |+|X|+ :
j
i=1
|Si |+ a1=(k&1) ai
as needed (observe a1  Q). K
Theorem 2.
ZS(G, d )=|G|+d&1.
Proof. Given an abelian group G and a sequence A such that /(A)=d
and |A|=|G|+d&1, let a1 # M(A) be a member of A such that /(A)=
d(A&a1). Set k=|G| in Theorem 1. Then there exists B/A"a1 such that
|B|=k&1 and b # B b=(k&1) a1 . Hence a1+b # B b=|G| a1=0. This
shows that ZS(G, d )|G|+d&1.
Now take a sequence A as above with /(A)=d and with a1 # M(A) such
that /(A)=d(A&a1). By the definition of /(A) the sequence A&a1 con-
tains some /(A)&1 members without any zero-subsum.
Denote these members by b1 , ..., b/(A)&1 and add to them |G|&1
elements each equal to zero. Call this new sequence B.
Since D(G)|G| for any abelian group, the mode element of B is
0, /(B)=/(A)=d, and |B|=|G|+d&2, and there exists no zero-sum sub-
sequence of cardinality |G|. Hence ZS(G, d)|G|+d&1, proving the
theorem.
Observe also that if G=Zn then a sequence A consisting of n&1 zeros
and d&1 ones has the property that /(A)=d and |A|=|G|+d&2, and
there exists no zero-sum subsequence of cardinality n. K
3. EXTREMAL SUBSEQUENCES AND RANK
Next we present the promised proof of Theorem B mentioned in the intro-
duction. We first need a simple lemma.
Lemma 1. Let A be a sequence of members of Zn such that |A|=n&1
and A contains no zero subsum. Then a1=a2= } } } =an&1= g where g is a
generator of Zn .
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Proof. Assume first (after rearrangement if necessary) that a1 {a2 .
Consider the subsums Ai=a1+a2+ } } } +ai , 1in&1, and A0=a2 .
Either some Ai=0, 0in&1, or for some i< j, Ai #Aj (mod n). In the
later case (since (i, j){(0, 1)) we get ah # Aj "Ai ak=0. Hence it follows that
a1=a2= } } } =an&1=a.
Clearly, if a is not a generator of Zn then gcd(a, n)=d>1. Hence
a1+ } } } +and=0 and we are done. Hence gcd(a, n)=1 and the lemma is
proved. K
Proof of Theorem B. We assume nk2, k | n and we apply induction.
Suppose first A=[a1 , ..., a2n&2] is a sequence in Zk(=Zn) without zero-
sum subsequence of cardinality k. By Theorem 2 it follows that
/(A)=k&1 and that A contains an element a prime to k that has a repeti-
tions of at least k&1. Say a=a1 , =..., =ak&1 . By shifting A&a1=
[0, 0, ..., 0
k&1
, b1 , ..., bk&1] is a sequence without zero-sum subsequence of
cardinality k. Hence [b1 } } } bk&1] contains no zero-sum subsequence, for
otherwise we can lift it to a zero-sum subsequence of cardinality k using
some of the k&1 zeros. But now by Lemma 1 b1=b2= } } } =bk&1=b
where gcd(b, k)=1, hence A=A1 _ A2 , A1 & A2=,, |A1 |=|A2 |=k&1,
ai # A1 implies ai #a (mod k), ai # A2 implies ai #a+b (mod k) where
gcd(a+b&a, k)=gcd(b, k)=1.
Suppose we proved Theorem B for n=km and set n=k(m+1).
Let A=[a1 , ..., an+k&2] be a sequence in Zk without a zero-sum sub-
sequence of cardinality n. Clearly A contains a zero-sum subsequence of
cardinality k, say an&1+an+ } } } +an+k&2 #0 (mod k). Thus [a1 , ..., an&2]
contains no zero-sum (n&k)-subsequence. Hence by induction and the
shifting argument we have the following:
For some a # M(A), A&a=B=[b1 , ..., bn+k&2], B has no zero-sum
subsequence of cardinality n, and B=B1 _ B2 _ B3 such that
(1) |B3 |=k, b # B3 b#0 (mod k)
(2) |B1 |# |B2 |#&1 (mod k), |B1 ||B2 |.
(3) bi # B1 implies bi=0, bi # B2 implies bi #b for some fixed b # Zk
such that gcd(b, k)=1.
Suppose first B3 contains an element bi  [0, b]. Choose B$1 /B1 and
B$2 /B2 such that |B$1 |=|B$2 |=k&1 and choose an element bj # B3"bi .
Set Q=B$1 _ B$2 _ [bj] and observe |Q|=2k&1. Hence there exists
Q1 /Q |Q1 |=k such that bi # Q1 bi=0.
Set Q2=B$1 _ B$2 _ B3 "Q1 . Clearly |Q1 & B$1 |k&2, |Q1 & B$2 |k&2.
Hence |Q2 |=2k&2 and 0, b, bi # Q2 which implies that Q2 contains a sub-
sequence P/Q2 , |P|=k, and bi # P bi=0. But now (B1"B$1) _ (B2"B$2) _
Q1 _ P is a zero-sum subsequence of cardinality n contradicting the fact
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that B contains no zero-sum (mod k) subsequences of cardinality n. Hence
bi # B3 implies bi # [0, b], but bi # B3 bi=0 and gcd(b, k)=1 implies either
bi #0 or bi #b, proving Theorem B. K
It is well known that every finite abelian group has a unique representa-
tion in the form G=Zn1 Zn2  } } } Znk where n1 |n2 | } } } |nk , and k is
called the rank of G, denoted r(G)=k.
Several problems concerning ranks are discussed in [14]. Here we use
the notion of the rank to present an upper bound for ZS(G) in terms of
r(G).
Theorem 3. Let G be a finite abelian group of rank r(G)=k. Then
ZS(G)(1+(k+1)2k)|G|&1.
Proof. We need to recall a theorem of Olson and a lemma.
(i) Olson proved [13] that if G is a p-group of the form
G=ki=1 Zp:i then D(G)=1+
k
i=1 ( p
:i&1).
(ii) Lemma. If G=AB then D(G)D(A) D(B).
Proof. Suppose H is a sequence of members of G, |H|=D(A) D(B).
Then clearly H contains D(B) disjoint subsequences. Hi , 1iD(B), such
that hi # Hi hi=(0, bi) # AB.
But since we have D(B) such sums there must exist some
,{J/[1, ..., D(B)] such that i # J (0, bi)=(0, 0) as needed.
Now we return to the proof of the theorem.
Since G has rank k, G can be represented by G=AB where A is a
p-group of rank k. Clearly
ZS(G)|G|+D(G)&1|G|+
D(A) } |G|
|A|
&1=\1+D(A)|A| + |G|&1.
By Olson’s theorem and monotonicity
D(A)
|A|
=
1+( p:i&1)
>ki=1 p
:i

1+ki=1 (2
:i&1)
>ki=1 2
:i

k+1
2k
.
Hence ZS(G)(1+(k+1)2k) |G|&1. K
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